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description

Sink Tub & Toilet

CODE : env-301

INSK
MADE

bathroom cleaner

This daily sink, tub and
toilet cleaner and sanitizer
effectively keeps rust, soap
scum and hard water scale at bay while being
priced appropriately to be used on a daily basis. No
scrubbing required, just spray over bathroom
surfaces and wipe with a wet cloth for a quick and
easy clean.

applications
Toilet bowls,

usage
Lightly spray product on surface and wipe clean for a streak and
film-free shine. No rinsing required after use.
Kit comes with :
10 x 500mL bottles of product
2 x trigger sprayers
1 x scrub pad
2 x microfibre cloths

urinals, bathtubs,
sinks, hard water,
chrome, stains,
calcium & lime

PROGRESSIVE

CHEMISTRY

no

animal

testing

+ INGREDIENTS

Safe and effective cleaning products can
be made completely cruelty-free. We
perform no animal testing and none of
our ingredients contain animal
products or by-products.

Our carefully selected ingredients ensure that
your home receives that deep clean without any
of the harsh chemical fumes or residue. Sink Tub &
Toilet is biodegradable and free of ammonia, bleach
and phosphates making it safe for you and the
environment!

biodegradable
OECD 301D
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specifications
Physical Form

Liquid

Colour

Pink

Odour

storage

Lavender

pH

Store in a dry, cool, well-ventilated area

1.5 - 2.0

Flammability

Not flammable

Store away from direct sunlight and heat
Do not allow to freeze
Store in original container with closed lid, away from
incompatible materials such as strong oxidizing agents.

accessories

SHELF LIFE:
DESPRIPTION:

CODE:

Microfibre cloth blue

HSC-2512B

Trigger sprayer

RAW-TS100

EnviroWay spray bottle

RAW-B95E

1 year minimum after opening

packaging
2

This packaging is made from high density polyethylene (HDPE)
one of the most commonly and easily recycled plastics!

HDPE
Concentrated products save on packaging, energy, and emissions
associated with transport. Instead of shipping mostly water, we are
sending you a super concentrated product that you simply dilute with
tap water. This allows us to pass the savings on to you!

AVAILABLE IN: 10 x 500mL kit, 4L

precautions
Wash thoroughly after handling.
For more information or Safety Data Sheets (SDS) please contact us or see
our website.

